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ABSTRACT Low fault currents, associated with Vegetation High Impedance Fault (VeHIF) events, are often
challenging to clear by relying on traditional overcurrent based protection schemes. Low Frequency (LF)
harmonics have readily been used in the literature as potential fault detection features. High Frequency (HF)
signatures are also generated during VeHIFs events. These have generally been underrepresented, potentially
for reducing the computational burden and the cost of proposed solutions. This work presents the temporal
magnitude growth comparison of the LF and HF fault current spectrums using a dataset of 125 phase-to-
earth (ph-to-e) tests. The key focus is on comparing the protection-speed efficacy of the LF and HF fault
signatures. For the analysed dataset, the temporal growth in the HF spectral components was determined
to be faster in a larger number of tests and with higher average lead-time margins. Conversely, growth in
the LF spectral components was faster in fewer tests and with a smaller average lead-time margin. The HF
spectrum was the lead indicator in 68.2 % of the 125 ph-to-e test recordings with an average lead-time of
26.95 s. For the same dataset, the LF spectrum was the leading indicator in only 25.6 % of the tests with an
average lead-time of 7.85 s. Analysis has also revealed that a sampling frequency, as large as 1.8 MHz, may
be required when designing protection applications, where the speed of protection is as critical as robustness.

INDEX TERMS Current signals, high frequency sampling, high frequency signatures, high impedance
faults, vegetation faults, speed of detection, statistical analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION
VeHIF events exhibit low fault currents that are often not suc-
cessfully cleared by overcurrent protection devices in com-
mon use in the power utility sector. If undetected, HIFs pose
a severe risk to public safety and can ignite fires. The HIF
current is branded for its low magnitude, unstable, and fluc-
tuating behaviour with high asymmetry. The use of pattern
recognition techniques for the detection of HIF signatures has
gained further momentum post the digitisation of protection
devices. It is also well known that the detection of earth faults
must occur fast to minimise bush-fire risks. This yields a
challenge itself in ensuring high security of the employed
scheme for minimising false positives. There is always the
need to balance security and speed.

The key focus in this work is on the analysis of LF and HF
signatures of VeHIFs, specifically in terms of their temporal
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growth during a VeHIF. This will be undertaken using a large
dataset of stagedVeHIF tests. ‘‘Could the LF or HF signatures
enable a faster response to VeHIFs?’’ is the key research
question targeted herein. The work assesses the temporal
growth in the LF (DC to 50 kHz) and HF (10 kHz to 1 MHz)
spectrums using well-known techniques. These include the
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) and cumulative sum of the
magnitudes of a set of frequency components in the two sets
of spectra. While acknowledging that standard methods have
been used herein, the application of these techniques for the
temporal growth comparison of LF and HF current signatures
is a novelty and has not been attempted or covered elsewhere.
This manuscript does not propose a protection scheme, but
seeks to contribute to the body of knowledge in the VeHIF
electrical phenomena, particularly in regards to its LF and
HF signatures. The intent is to inform industry and academic
researchers on the need to consider under-utilised HF sig-
natures for a fast response. Authors acknowledge robustness
in the LF components (larger magnitudes), and recommend
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HF and LF components to be considered together to combine
speed and robustness.

Researchers have proposed a series of solutions for HIF
detection using artificial intelligence [1], multiresolution [2]
or statistical methods [3], [4]. LF signature components such
as low-order harmonics [5] and their combinations have
popularly been used as features to detect such faults using
various techniques [1], [6], [7]. VeHIFs often produce High
Frequency (HF) signatures that have generally been under-
represented in the literature. The idea that the sampling rate
needs to be kept low, for reducing the computational burden
and the cost, is often a rationale behind the overwhelming
focus in LF signal components [8].

The 1982 studies by Aucoin and Russell [9], [10] were the
pioneering works that introduced the concept of identifying
HF (only 2-10 kHz then) changes associated with arcing
HIF currents. The authors argued that arcing HIFs exhibit
an increase in the HF components of current over un-faulted
systems, which can be used as fault signatures in a detec-
tion technique [9], [10]. More recently, Jia et al. proposed
a distance protection method based on using the HF fault
transients. Their solution relies on extracting HF components
of the voltage and current signals to identify the fault and map
the faulted section [11]. In this simulation verified study [11],
a sampling frequency of 10 kHz was used and the 1–1.6 kHz
frequency range was selected as the frequency band. In [12],
the authors investigated traveling wave based HF signatures
for fault detection and localization in distribution systems.
Simulation based validations were presented in [12], where
the IEEE 13-bus test system was used for fault analysis.
The signals were sampled at 10 MHz for recording the HF
signatures using high-pass filtering with a cut-off frequency
of 10 kHz. One key conclusion of the study was that HF
waves can potentially be used for detecting and locating faults
under high Distributed Energy Resource (DER) penetration
levels [12]. Jafarian and Sanaye-Pasand presented a protec-
tion technique in [13] based on fault generated HF tran-
sients. The authors used the wavelet transform and Support
Vector Machine (SVM) techniques for fault classification.
The current signals were sampled at a sampling frequency
of 160 kHz. The measured signals were decomposed into
five different frequency bands (40–80 kHz, 20–40 kHz, 10–
20 kHz, 5–10 kHz and 2.5–5 kHz) using Discrete Wavelet
Transform (DWT) [13].

The work by Gomes et al. proposed a fault detection
method based on vegetation fault signatures’ HF content.
Validation was performed using a real dataset comprising
a large number of experiments, sampled in a functioning
network in the presence of noise. One key feature of the work
separating it from comparable works in the literature was the
large bandwidth utilized, from 10 kHz to 1 MHz. This is
as compared to other works where narrow bandwidths (few
thousand of Hz) of the electric signals’ frequency spectrum
was used [14]. In a more recent study, the authors presented
the application of the shift-invariant sparse coding technique
as an effective technique to describe the fault signatures [15].

FIGURE 1. Test rig and measurement system.

This work seeks to contribute to literary knowledge by
comparing the speed of relative temporal magnitude growth
in the LF (DC to 50 kHz) and HF (10 kHz to 1 MHz) current
spectrums during the progression of VeHIFs. It is not just
sufficient to detect VeHIFs, but also to detect them quickly to
minimize the fire risk. Marxsen argues in [16] that detecting
earth faults in two seconds can result in a tenfold fire-risk
reduction. The utilised methodology relied on analysis of the
temporal magnitude growth in the LF and HF components
of fault currents (relative to the pre-fault) during the pro-
gression of VeHIFs. The key analysis has been undertaken
using a dataset of 125 ph-to-e test recordings. A key con-
tribution herein is the protection-speed efficacy contrast of
the LF and HF spectrums based on the temporal magnitude
growth of components in each spectrum. This focus on the
protection-speed efficacy comparison separates the contribu-
tions herein from other published disseminations. The results
highlight that the HF components hold the real key to the
timely detection of VeHIFs with significant lead times over
the fault signatures in the LF bands. While acknowledging
robustness in the LF components (larger magnitude growths),
the HF components should ideally be considered alongside
the LF components to combine speed and robustness. The
analysis has also revealed that a sampling frequency as large
as 1.8 MHz may be needed, when designing high-speed HIF
protection applications.

II. LOW AND HIGH FREQUENCY SIGNATURES OF
VEGETATION HIGH IMPEDANCE FAULT CURRENTS
The validation dataset features data from staged VeHIFs
performed for the ‘Vegetation Conduction Ignition Testing’
project [16]. The project focused on sampling and testing
of diverse vegetation species in staged HIFs in a test rig
(see Figure 1). Ph-to-earth (ph-to-e) fault tests included a
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FIGURE 2. Test rig schematic and photographic illustration [16].
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FIGURE 3. Flowchart for the computation and plot of temporal growth
magnitudes of LF and HF channels of the fault current.

tree branch laid across two conductors, one energized with
12.7 kV phase voltage and the other earthed. The LF chan-
nel (DC to 50 kHz) sampled the fault current continuously
with a 100 kSa/s sampling rate. The HF channel (10 kHz
to 1 MHz) sampled the fault current with a 2 MSa/s sampling
rate in 20-ms sweeps; one sweep every second. 125 fault
recordings from [16] have been used in the statistical analysis
comprising only the tests that did not result in a flashover
and only those that were taken as having resulted a fire in
line with the criteria introduced in [16]. Figure 2 shows
the test rig schematic and its photographic illustration. The
rig supported two parallel conductors with one earthed to
operate in the phase-to-earth configuration for staged ‘branch
touching wire’ faults [16].

III. COMPUTATIONAL METHODOLOGY
Figure 3 shows the methodology in the temporal growth
comparison. For the LF channel, the 50 Hz component was
filtered out, as the key interest was on frequency tones from
second harmonic onwards. FFT analysis was then carried out
for the 20-ms blocks and linear FFTmagnitudes cumulatively
added with 50 Hz spaced-out frequency tones. A similar
process was repeated for the HF channel sweeps and the FFT
array cumulatively added for the 10 kHz to 1MHz rangewith.
The data was parsed through for each channel identifying the
times when the temporal growth exceeded the given thresh-
old. This knowledge was used for the statistical comparison

FIGURE 4. LF (top) and HF (bottom) current recordings of a 0.5 Arms limit
VeHIF of Eu. Baxteri species (VT576).

FIGURE 5. Welch’s power spectrum estimate for the HF current channel
(10 kHz to 1 MHz) at a pre-fault and a post-fault sweeps (VT576).

of the protection-speed efficacy of the two spectra. Statistical
tools such as themean,max and standard deviation are used in
interpreting the results. This includes the ‘leading indicator’
comparison of LF & HF spectra, where authors sought to
identify patterns that could be generalised, e.g. HF indicators
are generally faster than LF indicators. The analysis then
sought to identify the lead time comparison of the indicators.

IV. PSD AND TEMPORAL GROWTH ANALYSIS OF LF AND
HF SPECTRA DURING TWO SAMPLE FAULTS
Figure 4 shows the LF and HF channel recordings during
one example ph-to-e vegetation test (Eu. Baxteri species)
labelled as ‘VT576’. As illustrated, the LF current was contin-
uously recorded. In this work, the HF channel’s 20-ms sweeps
were amalgamated enabling linked visualization of the LF
and HF events in the time-domain. The HF channel shows
the amalgamation of the sweep recordings where 0.98-s of
appended zeros tail each 20-ms sweep. The test had a current
limit and it was terminated once the fault current reached
0.5 Arms. Figure 5 and Figure 6 compare the Power Spectral
Density (PSD) of the LF and HF channels using pre-fault
and post-fault sweeps from VT576. Figure 5 compares the
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FIGURE 6. Comparison of Welch’s power spectrum estimate for the LF
current at three intervals: a pre-fault sweep and two post-fault sweeps.

FIGURE 7. Temporal spectral magnitude growth comparison of the LF and
HF spectrums from fault start to fault end for test VT576.

HF PSD of a pre-fault sweep (2 seconds into the recording)
and a post-fault sweep (26 seconds into the recording). The
analysis clearly shows how the HIF affects the HF spectrum
of the measured current signal. As illustrated, an overall
lift in the spectrum was observed particularly for frequen-
cies above 300 Hz. Some peaks, greater than 400 kHz, are
attributed to the local AM radio stations and EMI sources.
Figure 6 presents a similar PSD analysis of the LF channel for
one pre-fault sweep and two post-faults sweeps. A significant
observation in Figure 6 is how the overall lift in the PSD
spectrum gets larger towards the end of the fault (68 s into
the recording) as compared to the mid-fault sweep (26 s into
the recording). This observation revealed that for VT576, the
temporal growth in the LF components was highest only at
the end of the fault.

For temporal growth comparison, the cumulative sums of
20-ms window Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) magnitudes
(area under the frequency domain plot, linear scale) were
normalized to their post-fault maximum and plotted as in
Figure 7. The normalization process enabled to compare the

FIGURE 8. Temporal spectral magnitude growth comparison of the LF and
HF spectrums from fault start to fault end for test VT554.

speed of growth in the LF and HF components, rather than
a focus on the size of growth in the two spectrums. A clear
observation from the LF spectral analysis (see Figure 7) is
that its temporal growth reached its highest level at the end of
the fault akin to the observation made in Figure 6. On the
contrary, for the 10 kHz to 1 MHz channel, the relative
temporal growth reached its max 100 % level only after 26 s
into the fault. Most classifiers seek to compare pre-fault and
post-fault levels in the classification of faults. The amount of
deviation of the LF and HF components from their respective
no-fault levels is surely very critical in terms of security, but
the speed of growth should also be considered in designing
for fast fault clearance. While the results in Figure 7 do not
imply a 2 s guaranteed response time as recommended in [16],
it shows that a much faster protection speed can potentially
be achieved by integrating the HF components into the overall
scheme.

Reaching conclusions after the analysis of just one single
test is certainy not sufficient for generalising concepts. For
this purpuse, a second temporal growth analysis is presented
for VT554 (Eu. Viminalis species, 1 Arms current limit) in
Figure 8. The normalised values have been plotted to com-
pare the level of temporal growth (relative to the pre-fault
levels) that the fault causes in each distinct spectrum. The
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FIGURE 9. Leading indicator comparison of LF and HF spectral temporal
growth indicators for different thresholds (125 ph-to-e tests).

100 % and 80 % threshold levels have been highlighted in
Figure 8. The ‘threshold’ represents the target trigger level
with respect to the post-fault maximum of the cumulative
sum. In this test, one observation was that both features would
have triggered the 100 % thereshold violation at sixty one
seconds into the fault. However, when the threshold level was
reduced to 80%, theHF current spectum triggered a threshold
level violation only after seventeen seconds as compared to
sixty one seconds for the case of the LF spectrum. This second
analysis confirms the hypothesis that the temporal growth in
the HF components is likely to occur faster, but has high-
lighted that the set threshold level also plays a critical factor.
This has prompted the need to further increase the test size of
the analysed fault data such that more generalised assertions
could be made. For this purpuse, 125 ph-to-e fault tests have
been analysed and the comparative results are presented in
the following section.

V. ANALYSIS OF TEMPORAL GROWTH SPEED IN THE LF
AND HF INDICATORS USING A LARGE DATASET
This section presents the temporal growth analysis of 125 ph-
to-e fault recordings. The ‘lead indicator’ analysis targets to
identify the indicator that reaches the set threshold level prior
to the other. The term ‘LF indicator’ describes the frequency
components from DC to 50 kHz, while the term ‘HF indi-
cator’ refers to the components in the 10 kHz to 1 MHz
range. The dataset comprises twelve 0.5-A current limit, fifty-
nine 1-A current limit and fifty-two 2-A current limit tests
(excluding tests that resulted in a flashover and only including
those that were taken as having resulted a fire as per [16]).
Figure 9 shows the performance of the two indicators in terms
of their lead statuses for the thresholds of 40 %, 70 % and
100 %. For the 40 % level, the LF spectrum was the lead
indicator in 26 out of 125 tests (20.8 %) and the HF spectrum
led in 96 out of 125 tests (76.8 %). In 3 tests (2.4 %), both
indicators concurrently reached the threshold.

When the threshold was increased, the lead percentage of
the LF indicator increased, while the lead percentage of the

FIGURE 10. Leading indicator comparison of LF & HF spectral temporal
growth indicators for different thresholds (12 0.5-A limit ph-to-e tests).

FIGURE 11. Leading indicator comparison of LF & HF spectral temporal
growth indicators for different thresholds (59 1-A limit ph-to-e tests).

HF indicator decreased. Another observation is that there was
higher number of concurrent finishes, when the threshold was
increased. The overall lead-indicator breakdown for the two
indicators was 68.2 % for the HF spectrum, and 25.6 % for
the LF spectrum (after averaging the three threshold results).
Figures 10 to 12 show the leading indicator analysis for the
0.5-A, 1-A and 2-A current limit categories consecutively.
Few notable observations are as follows: Principally, the least
number of concurrent trigger occurrences was observed for
the 0.5-A limit category. Secondly, the separation in between
the percentages of the two indicators was largest for the
40 % threshold category of the 1-A limit tests. Conversely,
the smallest separation occurred in the 2-A limit test group.
In the 0.5-A limit group of tests, the HF indicator performed
better at the 70 % threshold than it did at the 40 % thresh-
old. The presented results support the key recommendation
herein that HF components should ideally be considered in
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FIGURE 12. Leading indicator comparison of LF & HF spectral temporal
growth indicators for different thresholds (54 2-A limit ph-to-e tests).

FIGURE 13. Statistical analysis of the lead-times of the two indicators in
125 ph-to-e tests (40 % threshold).

any protection scheme, where fast action times are desirable.
The proceeding lead-time analysis will further strengthen this
hypothesis.

VI. LEAD TIME COMPARISON OF THE INDICATORS
Figures 13, 14, and 15 analyse the lead-time (in seconds) of
the two indicators, for the same dataset of 125 ph-to-e tests
(for three different normalised magnitude thresholds). The
lead-time measures how many seconds a particular indicator
reaches the set threshold level prior to the other indicator. For
example, for the VT576 test in Figure 7 (100 % threshold
case), the lead time of the HF current spectrum was 42 s as
it triggered a 100 % threshold level violation at 26 s into the
recording, while the LF indicator triggered the same at 68 s
into the recording. For the VT554 example (see Figure 8), the
lead-time was zero for the 100 % case, but the HF indicator
led by 44 s in the 80 % threshold level case. Thus, a small
reduction in the threshold level could potentially make a very
significant difference in the lead-time of HF components.

FIGURE 14. Statistical analysis of the lead-time difference of the two
indicators in 125 ph-to-e tests (70 % threshold).

FIGURE 15. Statistical analysis of the lead-times of the two indicators in
125 ph-to-e tests (100 % threshold).

For the 40% threshold case, in 26 out of 125 tests (20.8 %),
the LF indicator was faster than the HF indicator with an
average lead-time of 9.73 s, a standard deviation (STD) of
9.61 s and a maximum lead-time of 37 s. On the other hand,
the HF indicator was faster than the LF indicator with an aver-
age lead-time of 25.19 s, a STD of 24.41 s, and a maximum
lead-time of 116 s. The analysis therefore shows that the HF
indicator was faster than the LF indicator in a larger number
of tests with a much larger lead-time margin. In contrast, the
LF indicator was faster in fewer tests with a smaller margin of
lead-time. Similar observations can be observed for the 70 %
and 100 % threshold cases. Across all threshold settings, the
HF indicator had an average lead-time of 26.95 s and the LF
indicator had an average lead-time of 7.85 s (after averaging
the three individual threshold results).

The significantly high standard deviation in all thresh-
old settings point to the fact that the lead-time values are
very spread out and not clustered around the mean. This can
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FIGURE 16. Lead time comparison of the LF and HF spectra in fifty-nine 1-A limit tests (70 % threshold).

be better visualised from Figures 16 and 17, which provide
the distribution of the lead times for two selected analysis
cases: (i) 59 1-A limit tests (70 % threshold) and (ii) 54 2-A
limit tests (100 % threshold).

As shown in Figure 16, the LF indicator led in 11 out of
59 (18.64 %) tests for the 1-A current limit tests. Its largest
lead-time was 43 s, but all other lead times were smaller than
10 s. Conversely, the HF indicator not only had the lead in
45 out of 59 tests (76.27 %), but also performed better with a
higher lead-time margin.

For the fifty-four 2-A limit 100 % threshold tests (see Fig-
ure 17), the percentage breakdown was 38.89 % and 46.3 %
for the LF and HF indicators successively. These relatively
close percentages do not reflect the true strength of the HF
spectrum until the lead times are analysed. As in Figure 17,
the HF indicator led decisively in most of the 25 tests with
a lead-time average of 30.84 s, whereas the LF indicator had
only a one-second lead in 12 out of 21 tests and an overall
lead-time average of 5 s. This analysis has further validated
the high speed of temporal growth in HF components. Con-
sidering that higher sampling rate signifies higher costs, the
following section attempts to identify the optimum sampling
rate for an upper hand in providing a fast response.

VII. HIGH FREQUENCY BAND ANALYSIS FOR OPTIMAL
SAMPLING RATE
This section divides the HF spectrum into ten distinct bands
and presents an analysis of the temporal growth comparison

of the ten bands using the same dataset. The key objective
is to identify the leading HF bands with the fastest growth.
Figure 18 shows the LF and HF channel recordings during a
2-A limit VeHIF test (F. Angustifoli) labelled as ‘VT943’. For
analysing the temporal relative growth in various bands (see
Figure 19) of the HF spectrum, the cumulative sums of 20-ms
window FFT magnitudes (area under the frequency domain
plot, linear scale) were normalized to their largest post-fault
values and plotted in Figure 19.

While acknowledging that the overall magnitude of fault
signature contribution will be different in each band (e.g.
larger in the lower bands), the work presented herein aims to
identify how quickly the fault current contribution reaches its
maximum in each band. This is irrespective of the magnitude
of the fault current contributions in the bands. For example,
for the case of VT943, the maximum fault current contribu-
tion in the first band (50 kHz to 100 kHz) was 45 mA, but
this level was breached only after 179 s into the recording.
On the other hand, the maximum fault current contribution in
the 700 kHz to 800 kHz band was 2.8 mA, but this level was
breached only 60 s into the fault. While authors recognize the
robustness (larger signal magnitudes) of the lower HF bands,
the results show that they have slower temporal growth, when
compared to the higher bands. One key recommendation
is that in designing a HIF protection scheme, where speed
is as critical as robustness, the upper HF band fault signa-
tures should potentially be considered alongside the lower
frequency components. For a 100 % threshold setting, the
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FIGURE 17. Lead time comparison of the LF and HF spectra in fifty-four 2-A limit tests (100 % threshold).

800 kHz to 900 kHz band had the fastest growth, in the case
of the test VT943 (see Figure 19). The 50 kHz to 100 kHz
band had the slowest growth despite being the band with the
largest fault signature magnitude.

The hypothesis that the upper HF bands contain fast fault
current signature growth has been verified using 125 ph-to-e
fault recordings. Figures 20 and 21 show the comparison of
ten HF spectral bands for temporal fault signature growth for
the 40 % and 70 % threshold levels. As shown in Figures 20
and 21, the 800 kHz to 900 kHz band (the ninth band) had
the fastest growth in 87 out of 125 tests (40 % threshold) and
82 out of 125 tests (70 % threshold). In both threshold cases,
the tenth band (900 to 1000 kHz) performed poorer than the
ninth band, potentially signifying that the 1.8 MHz sampling
rate may indeed be the optimal rate required, when designing
HIF protection applications to combine speed and robustness
in clearing faults.

When the threshold was increased to 100 %, the 700 kHz
to 800 kHz band had the fastest growth in 85 out of 125 tests
as in Figure 22. The 800 to 900 kHz band (9th band) had
the second best fastest growth performance in 82 out of
125 tests (65.6 %). The analysis of results from all three
figures imply that the 9th band had a three-threshold average
66.93% lead in the temporal growth of fault signatures. Given
that the sampling rate of recordings was 2 MSa/s during
the test days, frequencies higher than 1 MHz could not be
adeptly evaluated. Table 1 lists the various average ‘time

FIGURE 18. LF (top) and HF (bottom) current recordings of a 2 Arms limit
VeHIF of F. Angustifolia species (VT943).

to the threshold’ metrics of the various HF bands for the
three different threshold settings. In essence, the ‘time to the
threshold’ measures the amount of seconds each HF band
took (from recording start onwards) to reach the set threshold.
Table 2 presents the overall averages. As anticipated, Band
9 had the smallest ‘time to the threshold’ value. An evenmore
interesting observation is the sharp drop in the durations,
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FIGURE 19. Temporal spectral magnitude growth comparison of ten HF
bands (VT943).

after the first three bands. As shown, the temporal growth
gets faster as the frequency band increases, but the growth
in the first two bands is explicitly slower than the remaining
bands. While the Bands 4 to 10 had relatively close ‘time to
the threshold’ durations, those in the first two bands were
distinctly slower. This is a further justification towards the
key recommendation in this paper that HF components should
preferably be utilised together with the LF indicators for a fast
response to VeHIF events.

VIII. COMPARISON OF HIFs WITH DISTURBANCES
LF and HF spectra indicators could potentially classify
other disturbances such as capacitor bank and asynchronous

FIGURE 20. Leading indicator comparison of ten HF spectral bands for
temporal growth of fault signatures (40 % normalised threshold limit).

FIGURE 21. Leading indicator comparison of ten HF spectral bands for
temporal growth of fault signatures (70 % normalised threshold limit).

machine (AS) switching or starting a Variable-Speed Drive
(VSD) controlled AC motor. It is therefore critical to distin-
guish such disturbances from HIFs for not leading to false
positive events. In this section, authors present the applica-
tion of the same temporal growth analysis for the above-
mentioned disturbances. In simulating the transient currents
during the switching of a capacitor bank, a 600-kVAr 3-phase
capacitor bank has been modelled in a 5-bus radial 22-kV
feeder. In the case of the asynchronous machine, a 10 HP
squirrel-cage induction machine is connected to the 22-kV
feeder through a step-down transformer. The third modelled
disturbance is a low voltage VSD controlled AC motor also
connected to the feeder through a step-down transformer.
In the temporal growth analysis of the disturbances, 20-ms
sweeps (one per every 0.1 s) has been used. In all three cases,
the switching takes place at the 0.5 s.
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FIGURE 22. Leading indicator comparison of ten HF spectral bands for
temporal growth of fault signatures (100 % normalised threshold limit).

FIGURE 23. Temporal growth analysis of LF and HF spectra components
during asynchronous machine switching.

Figure 23 shows the analysis of the disturbance current
due to switching of the AS machine. As shown, there is a
sudden increase in both the LF and HF components post
switching of the capacitor. However, these either die down
or stabilize quickly. A similar observation can be seen in the
case of the capacitor bank switching (see Figure 24). For the
VSD controlled motor (see Figure 25), this stabilisation (LF

FIGURE 24. Temporal growth analysis of LF and HF spectra components
during capacitor switching.

TABLE 1. Average lead time comparison of ten high frequency bands for
various threshold levels.

indicator) and removal (HF indicator) lasts slightly longer,
but cannot replicate the unstable HIF current behaviour.

In comparing the disturbances (presented in
Figures 23 to 25) to the HIF currents, significant differences
can be observed. HIF current LF and HF signatures are
long lasting, unstable and very random. In the case of the
analysed disturbances, disturbance signatures are short-lived
and instant with the core of the LF and HF signatures being
present during the few ms of the switching activity. These
disturbances certainly cause LF and HF signatures, but the
short-lived nature of these is the key to discriminating them
from HIFs. Authors have always argued for the need to
achieve a balance between speed and security of a protection
scheme, and the short-lived nature of the signatures of these
disturbances show that they can easily be discriminated from
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FIGURE 25. Temporal growth analysis of LF and HF spectra components
during VSD controlled AC motor switching.

HIFs by allowing an extra second or two. Based on the
analysis provided in [16], while it is true that detecting earth
faults in 2 seconds can result in a tenfold fire-risk reduction,
it should also be not undermined that a vegetation sample
needs to experience a sustained exposure to conduction
(see [17] for further analysis on the matter) before it advances
into progressive charring. In a bush-fire, ember formation
(due to charring) and falling of these to the forest-bed really
initiate the spread of the fire. The former analysis in [17] on
stages of vegetation ignition development suggest that inmost
cases, there will be sufficient time (before current conduc-
tion results in progressive charring and ember formation) in
discriminating a disturbance from a HIF relying on the fact
that VeHIF signatures would be sustained far longer than that
experienced during other switching disturbances.

IX. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
The results presented suggest that a sampling frequency,
as large as 1.8 MHz, is ideally essential in feeder protec-
tion applications requiring fast HIF detection speeds. This
key conclusion is well aligned with the results presented
in [18], where the efficacy of an even higher sampling rate
of 250 MSa/s was validated for capturing HF transient distur-
bances. In comparison, the ‘F60 Feeder Protection System’ (a
relay marketed for HIF detection capability) has a sampling
rate of 3.2 kSa/s (in a 50-Hz system) [19]. Research by
another protection relay manufacturer recommends [20] a
sample rate of 32 samples per cycle (1.6 kSa/s in a 50-Hz
system). In the HF band analysis undertaken in this work,

TABLE 2. Overall average lead time of ten high frequency bands.

the 700 kHz to 800 kHz and the 800 kHz to 900 kHz bands
had the fastest growth to their post-fault signature maxima
in a large dataset of HIF fault recordings. This is notable
because in a protection method (using any one of the artificial
intelligence techniques), where pre and post fault signatures
levels are monitored, the frequency tones in these two bands
will show the quickest deviation from their pre-fault normal
levels (assuming adoption of a margin of safety). Our analysis
of a set of network disturbances (such as capacitor switching)
has shown that the LF andHF signatures associatedwith these
events often dissipate after 1 s. This suggests that a method,
which checks for the continuity of signatures beyond the first
second of signature upsurge, could successfully discriminate
these disturbances from true HIFs.

X. CONCLUSION
This paper has presented a study on the protection-speed
efficacy of the LF (DC to 50 kHz) and HF (10 kHz to 1 MHz)
fault signatures based on the analysis of the temporal growth
speeds in each spectrum. The analysis was undertaken using
a dataset of 125 ph-to-e test recordings to derive statistically
meaningful recommendations. Moving cumulative sums of
20-ms window FFT magnitudes were calculated, normalised
and plotted for each spectrum. Normalization enabled to
compare the speed of growth in the two spectrums, instead of
amagnitude based comparison. The temporal growth analysis
and contrast of the LF and HF spectrums was later under-
taken against three levels of threshold, representing the target
growth trigger levels with respect to the post-fault maximum
of the cumulative sum. While acknowledging that the overall
magnitude of fault signatures are higher in lower frequency
bands, the results show that HF components hold the real key
to fast detection of VeHIFs with significant lead times over
the fault signatures in the LF spectrum.

Growth in the HF spectral components was faster in 68.2 %
(the overall average of three categories of threshold levels)
of the 125 ph-to-e tests with a higher average lead-time of
26.95 s. The LF indicator was faster in 25.6 % of the tests
with a smaller average lead-time margin of 7.85 s. When the
threshold level was increased, a higher number of concurrent
finishes was observed. The lead percentage of the LF indi-
cator increased and that of the HF indicator decreased, when
the threshold level was increased. The work presented also
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sought to analyse the temporal growth of fault signatures in
the HF spectrum using ten distinct bands. The ninth band,
from 800 to 900 kHz, had an average 66.93 % lead in the
temporal growth of signatures. The bands below or higher
than the ninth band had lower averages. The temporal growth
speed of HIF signatures was observed to get faster as the
frequency band increased. The temporal growth in the first
two bands (50 kHz to 100 kHz, 100 kHz to 200 kHz) was
explicitly slower than the remaining bands. Accordingly, the
optimum sampling rate has been identified as 1.8 MHz for
an upper hand in designing protection schemes, where the
speed of protection is as critical as robustness. The key study
outcome had validated that the HF components should ideally
be considered alongside the LF components to combine speed
and robustness in HIF detection applications.
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